Abstract This paper uses a field survey to investigate the quality of individuals' beliefs of relative performance in tournaments. We consider two field settings, poker and chess, which differ in the degree to which luck is a factor and also in the information that players have about the ability of the competition. We find that poker players' forecasts of relative performance are random guesses with an overestimation bias. Chess players also overestimate their relative performance but make informed guesses. We find support for the "unskilled and unaware hypothesis" in chess: highskilled chess players make better forecasts than low-skilled chess players. Finally, we find that chess players' forecasts of relative performance are not efficient.
Introduction
A large body of empirical evidence from social psychology indicates that people display a systematic tendency to overestimate relative skill. In settings where relative skill matters for making decisions this may have important implications for behavior. One such setting is a tournament. The decision to participate in a tournament or the choice of how much effort to put in depend on accurate expectations of relative skill. This paper uses field surveys to test the rationality of players' beliefs about their relative performance in "Texas Hold'em" poker and chess tournaments. The main finding of the paper is that players in real-world poker and chess tournaments overestimate their relative performance. This happens when players are given incentives for correct self-assessments and under two different ways of measuring beliefs of relative performance.
We chose poker and chess because we are interested in the extent to which different degrees of luck, skill, and information may lead to different beliefs about outcomes. Skill is the most important factor in both types of tournaments but luck plays a larger role in poker than in chess. Another fundamental difference is that chess players usually have better information about the skills of their competitors than poker players.
The surveys were distributed in two poker tournaments-University of California San Diego's 2004 Winter and Spring Poker Classics both held at Viejas Casino in California-and one chess tournament-Sintra's 2005 Chess Open, held in Sintra, Portugal. Before the start of each tournament we ask participants to provide a point forecast of their relative performance. We observe the actual rank of each player in the tournament. When the tournament is over the forecast error of each player is computed and players are paid according to the precision of their forecasts under a quadratic scoring rule.
We also ask players to choose between receiving a sure payment and nine different bets whose payments are contingent on relative performance being above c percent of the population, with c ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 90}. This is a new measure of beliefs of relative performance, based on the observation of choices among alternatives, that can be compared with players' forecasts. The choice of bet question is a more stringent test of bias in beliefs than the point forecast question. In the forecasting problem, a risk neutral player who overestimates or underestimates relative performance by the same amount faces the same loss. By contrast, in the betting problem, a risk neutral player who overestimates relative performance by 10% incurs a larger loss than if he underestimates it by 10%. Thus, the optimal bet of a risk neutral player should be smaller than his optimal point forecast.
We test for bias in player's forecasts using a standard test of unbiasedness of forecasts. We test if forecasts are not random choices taking into account the boundness of the dependent variable. Incomplete information about skill together with the fact that forecasts are restricted to lie in a bounded interval force players near the low end of the scale to overestimate relative performance, on average, and players near the high end to underestimate.
We find that players' forecasts of relative performance are biased: on average, a poker player overestimates relative performance by 7 to 10 percentiles and a chess player by 6 to 7 percentiles. Both biases in forecasts are significant at 5% level. Poker players' betting behavior also reveals overestimation of relative performance. In the Spring Poker Classic, 78.6% of players chose bets that pay when performance is above the median, the bias in poker players' bets is significant at 5% level. In contrast, only 63.8% of chess players chose bets that pay when performance is above median. The bias in chess players' bets is only significant at 10% level. This is consistent with the fact that the choice of bet question is a more conservative test of bias in beliefs than the point forecast question.
